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PENNSYLVANIA SIRE STAKE FRESHMAN CHAMPIONSHIPS HIGHLIGHT $1.3 MILLION CARD 
 
Nearly $1.3 million in purses will be up for grabs Saturday at The Meadows when the track hosts all four 
Pennsylvania Sires Stakes freshman championships as well as a consolation in each division. The championships go 
for $253,000 apiece, with each consolation worth $50,000. 
 
The championships go as races 6, 8, 9 and 10. First post is 1:05 PM. 
 
Each championship offers storylines aplenty. Here are some of the most compelling. 
 
 
$253,000 2-Year-Old Filly Trot (Race 6) 
Rod Allen’s Sonnet Grace looked unbeatable early in the series, winning the first two legs. Despite racing well in 
the next two legs, she finished second and third. Moreover, the daughter of Muscle Massive-I Believe	has drawn 
post 9, suggesting that the door might be open. 
 
Among those who might waltz right through is All Laid Out Stable’s Ma Was Right, who is both Pennsylvania and 
Kentucky eligible. The daughter of Muscle Hill-It’s Alright Ma enters the championship off a Kentucky Sires Stake 
victory, but she’s not assured of a spot in the KYSS final. Trainer Noel Daley has been walking a fine line, trying to 
reach both championships while not over-racing the youngster. 
 
“She’s a pretty hardy filly, but we weren’t quite sure how we should work it,” Daley says. “We were able to skip 
the last leg in Pennsylvania because she had enough points for the final. We’ll do the same in Kentucky. She has a 
first and a fourth, so we’re taking a shot that she’ll get in the final. 
 
 “The only thing I tell her drivers is not to put her on the front end. She’s better chasing them down.” 
 
 
$253,000 2-Year-Old Filly Pace (Race 8) 
Treacherous Reign and Warrawee Ubeaut have dominated, but Treacherous Reign appeared to gain the edge 
when she snapped her rival’s career unbeaten streak on Aug. 18.  
 
In the championship, the daughter of Captain Treacherous-Scandalous Hanover will enjoy a decided post position 
advantage; she goes from post 5 (Andrew McCarthy) while Warrawee Ubeaut (Yannick Gingras), a daughter of 
Sweet Lou-Great Memories, must overcome post 8 for trainer Ron Burke and owners Burke Racing Stable, Phil 
Collura, J&T Silva-Purnel&Libby and Weaver Bruscemi LLC. Says Tony Alagna, who trains Treacherous Reign for 
Alagna Racing, Big Als Stable, Let It Ride Stable and Dana Parham: 
 
“The 5 hole gives you a lot of options. You can leave or take off the gate and not be too far out of it. I never tell 
drivers what to do. Too many things can change behind the gate. Decisions have to be split second.” 
 
Some will see this potential duel as another skirmish in the battle between Captain Treacherous and Sweet Lou, a 
pair of promising stallions duking it out with their first crops. Alagna says that’s not his view, at least not entirely. 



 
“Since I trained ‘Captain,’ I’d like to see him do well, just like Ronnie wants Sweet Lou to do well. But the main 
focus is trying to win the race.” 
 
For the record, the two championship paces Saturday feature seven Sweet Lous, four	Captains and five by the late 
Somebeachsomewhere. The other two are by A Rocknroll Dance, meaning that four stallions account for all 18 
finalists. By contrast, finalists in the trotting championships represent eight stallions. 
 
 
$253,000 2-Year-Old Colt & Gelding Trot (Race 9) 
The Hills are alive — Prospect Hill and Demon Onthe Hill, that is. Prospect Hill (Muscle Hill-Louise Kemp, post 4, 
David Miller) is looking to complete a PASS sweep for Trainer Julie Miller and Stroy Inc. She’s part of an entry with 
Klutzy. Demon Onthe Hill (Muscle Hill-Sabrina Hall, post 3, Brian Sears) would be positioned to do the same but 
for a nose loss in the final preliminary leg. He’s conditioned by Marcus Melander for Vicky Trotting Inc. 
 
Other contenders include White Tiger (Muscle Massive-Just Not Into You, post 8, Anthony MacDonald), who races 
for trainer Andrew Harris and owner Thestable White Tiger Group, and Osterc (Cantab Hall-Oh Oh Hereshecomes, 
post 9, Gingras), who won his last three PASS legs for trainer Jimmy Takter and owners Christina Takter and Goran 
Falk. 
 
This appears to be the most competitive championship. 
 
 
$253,000 2-Year-Old Colt & Gelding Pace (Race 10) 
De Los Cielos Deo (Captain Treacherous-Lisjune, post 3, Gingras) has done it all. He’s undefeated after five starts, 
swept the PASS preliminary legs by a combined margin of 9 lengths and banked $113,257.  
 
This could be more coronation than victory. Burke trains him for Burke Racing Stable, Larry Karr, J&T Silva-
Purnel&Libby and Weaver Bruscemi. 
 
  



 
 

 
RACE 1 – PASS TROT 
 
1 & 1A – MASS FORTUNE K / FIRST MAESTRO – Mass Fortune K appears to be the stronger of the duo, 
but you still get both for one ticket.  Mass Fortune K shows a 1:53 mile at The Meadowlands three starts 
back, his only come-from-behind effort.  From the rail, he may get away mid-pack and be forced into a 
similar trip today, which might not be a bad thing. 
 
2 – ALDEBARANWALKABOUT – Only has two lifetime starts, a break and a runaway win.  Clearly he has 
a ton of speed, and if he minds his manners, he’ll be the one to catch today.   
 
3 – AMICO MIO BI – Started his career in fine fashion with a win and two second place finishes, but since 
that time has kind of stalled a bit.  His times haven’t gotten faster and his finishes are getting worse each 
week.  He has the look of a longer shot in here today.   
 
4 – NORTHERN EXPRESS – His best finish in a stake was a third place effort on July 17, but since then he 
hasn’t fared well, and now he comes off a scratch.  He’ll also likely be a longshot this week.   
 
5 – THE RAVE – He held his own against the top level stake horses, earning money with three fourth 
place finishes and one fifth place finish.  He had an opportunity to drop to a NW1 last week and was very 
successful there, so perhaps it was a bit of a confidence booster for him.  If others make mistakes, he can 
capitalize today.   
 
6 – RAVEL – This one showed some gate speed in his first couple of starts, but since then has been 
racing from behind.  He’s made over $20,000 without finishing higher than third in a stake, so this is 
another one that while he may not be able to beat this group, he can hold his own and get a piece of 
the action.   
 
7 – GOES DOWN SMOOTH – He made a break while in contention last week at the top of the stretch at 
Pocono.  He’s had some trouble with breaks, taking bad steps in half of his starts this year.  The outside 
post certainly isn’t going to help measures today, either, but he’s a Burke trainee and you can never 
count him completely out.   
 
SELECTIONS:   2-1-7 
 

  



 
RACE 2 – PASS PACE 
 
1 – TWIN B SONYA – Shows a couple of 4th place finishes in stakes, followed by a fast 5th place finish last 
week.  With the inside post, could contend here, but is still looking for her first win of the season.   
 
2 – DEMI HILL – Got into the race when another horse was an early scratch.  Had some early speed, but 
was overmatched last time and faded late.  The gate speed might serve her well today.  Only has three 
lifetime starts, only one in a stake, so she’s still learning and this could be a tough spot for her if she gets 
pushed too hard early.    
 
3 – PACE BABY PACE – Was shuffled back to 7th at the ¾ pole last time and rallied late to get fourth with 
a very good final quarter.  She has plenty of closing speed, but hasn’t been able to catch the top horses 
in her stakes so far.  Despite the fact that she’s never finished higher than 4th so far in her career, she’s a 
big factor in here today.   
 
4 – ART LECTURE – Stablemate of #1, this one has paced some good final quarters, but like #3, has 
been overmatched against the top horses.  Showed some gate speed in her first couple of efforts, so it’s 
not out of the question to think she might try to step out of the gate a bit this afternoon.   
 
5 – SWEET LUCY LOU – Finished 6th last week, but was only 3 lengths behind Treacherous Reign, one of 
the top horses in the state, last week.  Finished second in a Sire Stake three starts back, so she definitely 
has some ability.   
 
6 – BLUE IVY – Raced very well in her career debut in the AllStar stake at Pocono, then missed time due 
to a scratch.  Returned with a game effort at Pocono, but then took a step backward in her August 18 
race here at The Meadows.  She dropped to a NW1 last time and was an easy winner in a fast time, so 
she’ll step back up to stake company here and she definitely has a shot to win.   
 
7 – LOUPHORIA – Skipped the most recent PA Sire Stake leg to compete in a Kentucky Sire Stake, which 
is also open to horses that were bred elsewhere but foaled in Kentucky.  Finished second last week, but 
remember that 26.3 final quarter was on a larger track and was mostly in a straightaway.  Nonetheless, 
she has the talent to be good in this group with the right trip.  Post hurts her chances a bit. 
 
8 – HIP TO MY LOU – Got off to a slow start at Philly last week and never recovered as a 49-1 longshot.  
Her finishes have gone the wrong way the last couple of starts after a third place finish in a Stallion Series 
three starts ago.  She’ll be a longer shot in here today.   
 
9 – SWEET CHROME – The fourth of the Burke trainees gets the worst post draw.  Finished third as a 
longshot two starts ago, but was never able to get close last week after getting away 8th in a lightning 
fast mile.  Like her stablemate starting next to her, post position hurts, but she does get Gingras today.  
Don’t be surprised if she tries to hustle out of the gate to get a spot early.   

 
 
SELECTIONS:  3-6-1-5 
 

  



 
RACE 3 – PASS TROT 
 
1 – FADE INTO YOU – Tough trip last time, plus was dealing with a sloppy track.  Had dropped to the 
Stallion Series last week, and faces a tougher group today.  Needs a quicker start from the rail, only got 
away 5th last time from the inside post.   
 
2 – JEZZY’S LEGACY – Picked up a win in the top level Sire Stake last time, but didn’t get enough points 
to make the final as she missed one of the preliminary legs due to a scratch.  That last effort was only her 
third lifetime start, so I doubt we’ve seen her best quite yet.  The only question mark today is that she’s 
been off since August 13…but she’s not the only one.   
 
3 – SKY IS MINE – Was bet to 1-2 in a NW2 last time and broke, so ignore that mile.  In stake company, 
she had a couple of good third place finishes so she can definitely contend here if she stays on stride.   
 
4 – NOMO VOLO – Struggled in Kentucky, but has done well locally.  Posted a win in her last PA Sire 
Stake start, so this is another one that can be a big factor here, as long as she can return to the form she 
showed prior to heading to Lexington.   
 
5 – WINNING GENE – Broke last time, but her effort here on August 7 was good.  Had a tough trip that 
day and only lost by 3 lengths.  Pantaleano drove her that day, and he gets the call again.   
 
6 – LADY BUILDER – Didn’t need the August 23 qualifier, so she just used it as a way to stay in shape for 
today’s race.  Her best career effort was on August 7 here, so the home track advantage could work in 
her favor today.   
 
7 – SCIROCCO DONNAHILL – Had a great July, but August has been a struggle for this one.  If she can 
solve her breaking problems, she could be the one to beat here, but she’s a very risky play as there’s no 
way to know how she has trained since her last race on August 13.  She makes the entire race tough to 
handicap.   
 
8 – KEYSTONE ABBEY – A consistent factor, she has yet to finish lower than 4th in her career.  Draws 
outside this week, but showed gate speed from post 8 here on August 7.  She may not be quite as fast 
as a couple of others in here, but she seems to do everything right.   
 
9 – BUSHY TAILS – Still winless on the year, she comes off her best finish of the season, a solid second 
place last time at Pocono.  However, she’s never dealt with an outside post, so that could prove to be a 
challenge today.   
 
 
SELECTIONS:   2-8-9 
 

  



 
 
RACE 4 – PASS PACE 
 
1 – AFLAME HANOVER – Picked up a win earlier this week at the Indiana, PA fair, and has posted some 
quick miles in recent starts.  All three of his wins have been at the fairs, but he’s held his own in the top-
level stakes.  The rail post certainly doesn’t hurt. 
 
2 – CAPTAIN MALICIOUS – Raced well in July but has gone the opposite direction with his finishes in 
August.  Sat a pocket trip but faced to 6th last time in a very quick mile.   Winless on the season but was 
the favorite in 3 of his 5 lifetime starts, so keep that in mind…he has been well supported.   
 
3 – VOLLEY BALL BEACH – Was pushed a blistering first half last week, so ignore that finish.  He has one 
big move in him and if it’s timed right, he can win this race.  His 1:52.4 mile on Adios Day was an 
excellent effort.   
 
4 – ESCAPETOTHEBEACH – This one appears to be a little better when he gets out of the gate, and that 
didn’t happen last week when he was in against one of the top horses in the state.  Has shown some fast 
quarters and fast miles, so he can be a big factor here.   
 
5 – FABRICE HANOVER – Comes into today’s race off two straight wins, but both were in non-winners 
races.  In stakes, hasn’t been better than 4th, so he’s facing an uphill challenge this week.  Hopefully 
those wins will give him some confidence, and of course he gained valuable experience in those races.   
 
6 – BRING THE THUNDER – Finished second to perhaps the top horse in the Stallion Series in his last 
start, and post a couple of top-three finishes in the top-level Sire Stake.  Still looking for his first career 
win, but it definitely could happen today.   
 
7 – CRUISE CAPTAIN – Consistent top-3 finisher in recent weeks, but draws the worst post he’s had 
since arriving from Canada.  Still, can be a factor here with the right trip.   
 
8 – AIR FORCE HANOVER – Hasn’t finished lower than 4th in his career, so this one is definitely a factor.  
Earned a win in mid-July, and has put in some good miles since that effort.  Hopefully he can overcome 
the post today. 
 
9 – ACTOR HANOVER – Showed some early speed last time and raced well, but that was in a NW2 
class.  Has the look of a longshot today with the outside post.   
 
 
SELECTIONS:   6-3-8-4  



 
RACE 5 – 12,500-15,000 CLAIMING PACE 
 
1 –  MANOLITO MONTOYA – Steps up in class again this week after winning two in a row by a 
combined 17 ½ lengths.  Also switches to an inside post today, so he can definitely keep his win streak 
going.   
 
2 – LOUIE’S SO BOSSY – Has had bad posts in a tougher class in recent weeks, so the dropdown today 
should benefit him, along with a good post.  He’s a contender in here.   
 
3 – FINAL JUSTICE – Has been very consistent, pacing in the 153-154 range in most of his recent starts.  
Seems to be a little better when he gets out of the gate quickly, so from post 3 today I’m hoping he will 
try to use some early speed.   
 
4 – T’S ELECTRIC – Newcomer has 23 lifetime wins, but has only raced 9 times in the last two years.  
Still, he’s on a 3-race win streak so he appears to be in good shape right now.  Joins a new barn and 
comes to a new track today after a claim.  He’s a frontrunner, so he’ll definitely get one of the first calls 
out of the gate.   
 
5 – ULTIMATE G - Hasn’t been better than third in the last several starts.  He’s another one that appears 
to be a little better when he’s closer to the front early in the mile, but with #4 next to him with a lot of 
early speed, the question is whether or not he wants to test that one early.   
 
6 – MAYTIME TERROR – Joins another new barn this week after a claim.  Won in a big way two starts 
ago but couldn’t hold on last time after setting quick fractions.  He has gate speed and closing ability, 
and may have to come from the back this week.   
 
7 – HRUBYS N LUCK – Yet another one with a lot of early speed, this one joins a new barn today but 
stays in for the same pricetag.  Faded badly after a 55 first half last week, so he was not able to follow up 
his 1:51.1 performance from two starts ago.  He’s a bit of a question mark in here this week.   
 
8 – NATHAN FEELSGOOD – Was claimed for 12,500 a month ago and did well in his first start against 
the higher level, but after a pair of out of the money finishes he drops back to the 12,500 level today.  
Post works against him, so he’ll likely have to be patient early and try to pass horses late.   
 
9 – WALKS OF LIFE – One more horse that likes to leave the gate in a race that has a ton of early speed.  
He is coming off a win in this class, and is now a 14-time winner this year.  He’s a big factor here, but the 
question is how much will he get roughed up if he goes for the early lead.  The best scenario for this one 
may be to leave the gate and try to find a spot at the rail mid-pack.  Has the speed to win in here, but 
the trip could be interesting.  A 
 

 
SELECTIONS:   1-9-2-4 
 

  



 
RACE 6 – PASS TROT 
 
1 – WINDY CORNER – Opted to race in a NW2 last week to stay in shape, and picked up a win at Philly.  
Wasn’t able to earn a win in Sire Stake competition, which puts her at a bit of a disadvantage against this 
group today.   
 
2 – HANOVER’S BEST – Faced some tough competition from a bad post in the Doherty Final at The 
Meadowlands in early August, but bounced back with a solid second place finish at Pocono in her most 
recent start.  Her gate speed makes her a factor in here, but she needs to avoid an early speed duel.   
 
3 – MA WAS RIGHT – Won a stake in Kentucky last week, putting in a good mile.  Has now won four of 7 
career outings, and some of the trips she’s had have been tough.  She could be the one to beat today. 
 
4 – MAGICAL BELIEFS – Has never been worse than second in any of her five career starts.  Has gate 
speed but also can take some air on the outside, as she did here in the Arden Downs stake on July 27 
and again here in a Sire Stake on August 7.  She will be a main contender in here. 
 
5 – ANTONIA – Has four starts – two wins, and two breaks.  Clearly she has the speed to win, but she’s 
coming off a break last time which leaves her as a big question mark here today.  If she can stay on 
stride, she can compete with this group.   
 
6 – RUSH LANE – Won a Sire Stake in mid-July, but struggled in her next race, making a break at The 
Meadowlands.  Was a beaten favorite here on August 7, then followed with a fifth place finish with a 
strong final quarter at Pocono.  Easily won a NW2 last time, giving her a race during a week when many 
others in this field took the week off.  Seems to be better when she gets to the front early, so look for her 
to use some early speed. 
 
7 – FATE SMILED – Has a pair of wins, but the post position could prove to be a major obstacle today.  
Had post 7 at The Meadowlands and took to the back of the pack early without success.  For that 
reason, may want to test the waters early today. 
 
8 – PERSONAL PARADISE – On the ticket in 3 of four starts, she earned a big win in her first career 
outing.  The next week she was beaten at 1-5, and her finish position has slipped by one in each of her 
subsequent starts.  She’s never been outside post 3 in her career, so this could be a challenge from post 
8 today.   
 
9 – SONNET GRACE – She makes this race tough to handicap.  Won her first four career starts, but has 
now suffered a pair of losses, both times as the favorite.  Today, she gets the outside post, which will 
make things difficult.  Look for her to try to get to the lead early rather than sit last.   
 
 
SELECTIONS:  3-4-9 
 

  



 
 
RACE 7 – NW 3500 PACE 
 
1 – TODDLER TANTRUM – Put in a huge mile two starts ago, and last week’s effort was better than it 
first may appear.  He was 7th at the half and the final half mile was in 54.4.  He paced his last half in 55 
seconds.  Draws inside today and drops in class, but needs a quick start to hold his position.   
 
2 – GOOD SIDE – Also down in class today, this one was bet to 3-5 in a higher level two starts ago but 
faded after a quick half.  Never got involved last week from a bad post, but did pace a good final 
quarter.  Merriman returns to the bike today.   
 
3 – JUMPIN JAKE FLASH – His recent lines show that he is far from being in top form, but he hasn’t seen 
a level this low in a long time, so I expect him to be very good in here.  He has gate speed but often is 
better as a closer.  However, since he has struggled both ways lately, it’s a bit of a mystery today as to 
which route he’ll try.   
 
4 – R J P – Picks up Gingras this week and draws a much better post, so it could be now or never for this 
one.  He was a high level stake horse last year but is 0-for-7 this season.  He’s now racing without 
hobbles, and has been getting a little faster each week, so hopefully today will be his day.   
 
5 – CYRUS SEELSTER – Won in this class on August 4 but has drawn terrible posts since that start.  Has a 
much better chance today thanks to a favorable post draw, but will likely still be a longer shot.  Wrenn 
will draw some attention his way.   
 
6 – CHAZMATAZZZ – Couldn’t keep up with the top finishers last week, fading to a last place finish.  
He’s had six starts since returning from a lengthy layoff, but doesn’t appear as though he’ll be a 
contender for the win today.   
 
7 – DAFINATY – Showed some gate speed the last couple of weeks, but today there’s a decent amount 
of early speed to his inside at the gate, so I would look for this one to take a more conservative route. 
 
8 – A MAJOR IMPULSE – Newcomer draws a tough spot for his local debut after racing in a free-for-all at 
the Meadville, PA fair.  Hasn’t won this season, and will likely be a longshot today.   
 
9 – BROOKLYN FLIGHT – Comes off his best finish of the season, a definite good sign for a horse that 
raced in the top level a couple of seasons ago.  However, he draws the worst post, which will make 
things difficult.   
 
10 – V I P BAYAMA – This one was bet to 5-1 after dropping to this class last week, but faded to a 9th 
place finish after making a move in the third quarter.  Draws the second tier today, so he’ll be stuck 
behind some traffic early and will need to work out a trip.   
 
 
SELECTIONS:   4-3-1-10 
 

  



 
RACE 8 – PASS PACE 
 
1 – PHILLY HANOVER – Put in a huge closing effort last time, making a 3-wide move in the third quarter 
and still having enough left in the tank to post a 27.2 final quarter.  Should be much closer to the action 
today which would make her a big factor.  However, the last time she had the rail post, she made a 
break, which makes her a bit risky today.   
 
2 – STONEBRIDGE SOUL – Just missed by a neck last time, and only by a neck the start before, so this 
one is in good form right now.  Draws a much better post than the last start at Philly, which certainly 
doesn’t hurt either.   
 
3 – SHE’S ALLRIGHT – Won her first three career starts, but then made a break at Pocono on August 5.  
Came back the next week with a narrow loss, and followed with an effort last week where she was used 
twice, once out of the gate and again in the third quarter.  She’s a sleeper in here that can contend with 
the right trip.    
 
4 – SWEETER LULU – Raced well here on August 18, trying the front, but was caught late by #6 Sylph 
Hanover.  She has plenty of speed, but will need the right trip to get the win today.  
 
5 – TREACHEROUS REIGN – She’s the only horse this year that has beaten #8 Warrawee Ubeaut, and is 
now on a 3-race win streak.  She’s one of the two main contenders, as she meets up with Warrawee 
Ubeaut in the rematch.   
 
6 – SYLPH HANOVER – Another Burke trainee, this one comes off her first-ever non-top-3 finish.  
However, she only lost to #5 Treacherous Reign by 2 lengths last week.  She will be one of the top 
choices, and isn’t out of the question in here.   
 
7 – ROCKN PHILLY – Hasn’t had a lot of luck with the post position draws this season.  Cut a fast half last 
week after getting parked early and held on for second, a good mile.  Post hurts this week, but she’s 
another one that can’t totally be counted out if others battle early.   
 
8 – WARRAWEE UBEAUT – Bounced back from her first loss with a convincing win last time.  Today will 
be a major test for her, as she draws a bad post with the main contenders all to her inside at the gate. I 
doubt she will want to sit 8th early, so look for her to be doing whatever she can to get to the front out of 
the gate. 
 
9 – BESTSELLER HANOVER – She makes the race very interesting.  She’s got the speed to contend with 
the top horses in the state, but she likes to race close to the lead and has drawn the worst post.  If she 
goes for the early lead, there could be a very fast first quarter as she battles with several others.   
 
 
SELECTIONS:   8-5-6-9 
 

  



 
RACE 9 – PASS TROT 
 
1 & 1A – PROSPECT HILL / KLUTZY – Prospect Hill is clearly the one to beat in this group today.  After a 
third place finish in her first career start, she has reeled off five straight wins, taking the lead early and 
never looking back.  Has post 4 today, a great spot for her.   
 
2 & 2A– STONEBRIDGE SYMBA / WHITE TIGER – Both of these horses have been very competitive in 
Sire Stakes this year, with White Tiger coming off a win last time at Pocono.  He’s a closer, while 
Stonebridge Symba is a frontrunner.  The two should complement each other well in here today.   
 
3 – FLIPPEN CREEK – Raced well in his first four career starts, but was overmatched last week, losing by 
a dozen lengths.  Was the favorite against others in today’s race in a pair of starts, but will likely be a 
longer shot today.   
 
4 – FASHION POSSESSED – Has never finished lower than third, but will face a tough test today.  Wasn’t 
able to get a win in PA Sire Stake company, and will likely be a bit of a price in here.   Still, has proven 
that he can be on the trifecta ticket.   
 
5 – DEMON ON THE HILL – Won three in a row and only lost by a neck last time, so this one logically 
should be a factor in here today.  Has shown some versatility, able to get to the front and also to take 
some air on the outside.   
 
6 – GINGER TREE SKYR – Shows a “dx” last time, meaning that the break was blamed on the driver, not 
the horse.  Appeared to be in contention prior to that point.  Won an Arden Downs stake here, but now 
has made breaks in two straight races, leaving him as a bit of a mystery in here today.   
 
7 – OSTERC – Has won three in a row and four of 5 career starts.  Off those numbers, you would think 
this one could be the favorite.  However, even though he’s wearing saddle pad number 7, he’s leaving 
from post 9, so the post is going to provide a challenge here. 
 

 
SELECTIONS:  1-2-5-7 
 

  



 
 
RACE 10 – PASS PACE  
 
1 – EHRMANTRAUT – Consistent top-3 finisher, and gets the inside post today for the championship.  
Has consistent speed and good final quarters, so logically he should be a factor.   However, this group 
features the best of the best, and you can make a case for pretty much everyone in here.  Still, his luck 
with the post draw can’t be overlooked.   
 
2 – CAPTAIN VICTORIOUS – Comes off a win last time as the favorite, but will likely find this group a bit 
tougher.  Inside posts may not be the best for him, as he may only get away mid-pack.   
 
3 – DE LOS CIELOS DEO – He’s been the best in the state so far this year, and will try to complete the 
sweep today.  He hasn’t truly been tested, but I fully expect him to be up to any challenge today.  He’ll 
be the favorite.   
 
4 – SEMI TOUGH – Another consistent top finisher, has never been worse than second in his career.  Has 
been able to avoid his stablemate #3 so far, but they’ll meet today.  Posted a 1:50.4 time a couple of 
starts ago, so he could provide a strong challenge today.   
 
5 – CRIMSON AND CHROME – Has won three in a row, so he’s come on strong in recent weeks.  He’s a 
closer, so he’ll be at the mercy of the fractions today.  If #3 gets to the front without much of a challenge 
and can slow down the half, this one won’t have a chance.   
 
6 – PYRO – Another Burke trainee, this one has been in Kentucky the last couple of starts.  Has two wins 
on the year, but none since the end of July.  Has early speed and closing ability, so I’d look for this one 
to avoid an early battle and sit toward the back.   
 
7 – PROOF – Draws a tough spot today with post 7, but his win two starts ago at Philly was from the 
same post.  He’ll need the right trip, but it’s not out of the question.   
 
8 – SUGAR FACTORY – Yet another one that has never finished worse than second, this one also has 
never had an eight post before.  It’s a tough spot for a horse that likes to race up close to the front.   
 
9 – LOVE ME SOME LOU – Stablemate of #8, this one also didn’t fare well in the post draw.  Like his 
stablemate, he likes to race close to the lead, and that’s going to be tough to accomplish from the 
outside post.   
 
 
SELECTIONS:   3-4-2 
  
 

  



 
 
RACE 11 – PREFERRED PACE 
 
1 – DAPPER DUDE – Picked up a very good win last time and now moves back to the top level.  Rarely 
gets the inside post, so I’m not sure what to expect from him at the gate.  He’ll likely step out quickly, 
but he’ll be facing horses that were rolling a little faster behind the gate.   
 
2 – SAM HILL – The veteran returns from some trips to other tracks, and returns to the top level as a 12-
year-old.  He’s won 3 of 9 so far, but this is a tough group today.  Still, if he’s in contention at the top of 
the stretch, he’ll give his all to stay up close.   
 
3 – VAGUE TRACES – Came to The Meadows in early July and added Lasix, and the rest is history.  
Returns today after two trips to Ohio, which included a 1:49.3 win last time on the front.  Draws a good 
spot here, and is definitely a big factor to win.   
 
4 – IDEAL ACE – Has earned a shot at the top level, but will likely be a longshot in here.  He’s got plenty 
of speed, but it’s tough to ask him to get a win in his first appearance against the big boys.   Not only 
that, but he’s been off for three weeks.   
 
5 – PHOENIX WARRIOR N – Cut a 53.4 half at Northfield last time, so it’s understandable why he got 
caught late.  It was still a very strong effort, and there’s a reason why he’s won more than half of his starts 
this year.  
 
6 – ROYALTYHASARRIVED – Game winner last time, pulling early and digging in for a win.  He’ll step to 
the top level today.  He’s been here before, but hasn’t picked up a win in this class.   
 
7 – MODERN REFLECTION – Newcomer raced for big money last time but drew a poor post on a half 
mile track at Three Rivers in Quebec.  Had faced some good competition at Mohawk in other recent 
starts, but not quite the level of some of the horses he’ll face today.   
 
8 – WINDSONG LEO – Has now won 14 races this year, including at least six in a row.  Not even post 8 
could stop him last week, as he came a long way to get the win at Northfield.  He may not want to try 
that route again today, so look for him to get involved early.   
 
 
SELECTIONS:   3-8-5-2 

  



 
RACE 12 – 20,000 CD CLAIMING TROT 
 
1 – ENVY HANOVER – Picks up Wrenn this week, which could make shake things up for this one.  
Showed a ton of closing speed earlier in the year but isn’t nearly as sharp now.  If he can find that form, 
he can be a big factor here at a decent price.   
 
2 – SCHWARBER – Indof drove this one well last time, taking him to the back early and rallying late with 
a 28.4 final quarter.  Draws inside this week, so he might be able to stay closer to the action early.   
 
3 – INVESTED IN LINDY – Gate speed always makes this one a factor.  Was a beaten favorite last time, 
but certainly isn’t out of the question this week.   
 
4 – PEMBROKE MORGAN – Was hard-used twice during the mile last week, leaving the gate from an 
outside post, then pulling first-over in the third quarter.  He had a reason to get a little tired late.  Can be 
a big factor today if he only makes one move.   
 
5 – ALMIROLA HANOVER – Added Lasix last week and finished a close second in this class.  He’s 
definitely a factor today, and driver Zendt chose this one over his stablemate, #8.   
 
6 – MS MULLEN – Never got involved from the worst post last week, so ignore that line.  Has a better 
chance from post 6 today, but hasn’t been better than third since moving up to this class after a win in 
the 17,000 claiming level.  
 
7 – KRISTY’SGINGERGAL – Drops to a claimer today for the first time in a month.  Won her only other 
appearance in a conditioned claimer, then followed that win with a victory in NW4.  Has a bad post 
today, so she could be far back early.   
 
8 – MASSIVE RISK – I really like this one’s chances today despite the post.  On the plus side, she was 
competitive in the straight NW5 class yet drops down today.  She won her last two starts in conditioned 
claimers, including one win in this exact class.  On the negative side, however, she gets a poor post, and 
Brian Zendt chose off this one to drive #5.  Still, I’ll stick with this one today.   
 
9 – NOWHERETOBEFOUND – Draws post 9 for the second straight start.  Ignore last week’s effort in the 
amateur race.  Picks up Merriman today, and he drove this one to a third place finish in this class three 
starts ago.  However, that was from a much better post.   
 

 
SELECTIONS:    8-3-5-7 

  



 
 
RACE 13 – NW 7500 PACE 
 
1 – PRINCE CLYDE – Hasn’t quite come back to his 11+ length win a few weeks ago, but he’s still racing 
well.  The last time he drew the rail, he tried to work his way to the front early but faded to fourth, so he 
may not try that route again this week.   
 
2 – J T – Used some early speed last time and just couldn’t catch the frontrunner last time.  The big 
question is whether or not they will put him close to the front again today or try to race him from behind.  
He’s had three starts since returning from time off, so he should be ready for his best effort. 
 
3 – HUDSONANDBERNARD – Put in a huge effort two starts ago, losing by just a neck, and that was his 
last start in this class.  Faced a tougher group last week but held his own with a strong 4th place finish.  
He only has two top-2 finishes this year, but could definitely get another one here. 
 
4 – LORD OF WINTERFELL – Dropped to the bottom class last time and won handily, but jumps two 
classes this week.  Still, he’s been here before, so it’s not a stretch to think he can be a top finisher today 
with the right trip.  
 
5 – SILVERHILL BLAZE – Finished 9th in his most recent start then was scratched the last time he was 
entered, so has the look of a longer shot in here today.  However, the Sullivan Stable has been hot 
lately, and this one is down in class sharply from his most recent start at Pocono.   
 
6 – SIN CITY BOOGIE – Tries a new class this week for his 5th start of the year.  He has gone faster in 
each of his starts, and has a very good closing kick.  He’ll need others to set up fast fractions up front so 
that he can pass a few late.   
 
7 – ON THE VIRG – He struggled in his most recent Meadows starts, but was a totally different horse in 
Ohio, wining in 1:50 flat and then finishing a strong second on a sloppy track last week.  If he can show 
that form here, he’ll be a major contender. 
 
8 – SOUTHWIND YUKON – He hasn’t used his early speed the last couple of starts after pacing a 54.1 
half on the front three starts ago.  I wouldn’t be shocked if he reverted back to using some gate speed 
this week from the outside post.   
 
9 – FOUR CARD MAJOR – This one paced a huge final quarter last time, but because he had post 8, he 
was too far back to reach.  The story could be exactly the same today, as he gets an even worse post.  
He is down in class, but the post is still the key factor for him this week.   
 
 
SELECTIONS:   3-2-6-1 
 

 
 
  



RACE 14 – NW 5 TROT 
 
1 – PICK UP THE TAB – Comes off a pair of 8th place finishes in this class, and will likely be a longshot 
again this week. 
 
2 – STRITCH – Added Lasix two starts ago and rallied late, looking much better than the previous start.  
Last week, she trotted an even quicker final quarter but couldn’t catch the frontrunners.  Still, only lost by 
four lengths.  If the trip works out, she could be there today.  
 
3 – ODD BALL – He’s been his own worst enemy lately, making breaks behind the gate in back to back 
starts, both times as the heavy favorite.  He requalified with a very fast winning mile, so he clearly is the 
horse to beat…if he minds his manners.  He’s fast, but very risky.   
 
4 – TEDDY BROSEVELT – Moved up to this class last week and did quite well, going to the front and 
holding on for a solid second place finish.  Has plenty of speed and does everything right…has gate 
speed and closing ability.  He’s a big factor in here.   
 
5 – MEME HANOVER – I liked this one as a longer shot last time, and he responded with a good second 
place finish at 8-1.  You might get a similar price today, but I think this field may be a bit tougher this 
week, even though it’s the same class.   
 
6 – BONE A FIDE BABE – One of a handful of fillies in the race, this one drops from stake company.  She 
has been racing from the behind in recent starts, but I wouldn’t be shocked if she tried to shake things 
up and use some early speed today.   
 
7 – DONATO’S JEWEL – Another one that has plenty of speed but is very risky due to breaks.  She was a 
big winner in a stake race, then won again here in NW4.  However, the breaking issue behind the gate 
popped up again last week, so she’s a big question mark today.   
 
8 – TECH TITAN – The rail was not a good starting spot for this one last time, as he got away sixth.  He 
seems to be better when he can use his early speed, and he can definitely do that from the outside post 
this week.   
 
9 – BAD RENTORS – Draws the 9 post for the second straight week, and with plenty of early speed to his 
left behind the gate, he may have to drop to the back early and hope for the best.   
 
10 – JUST JOE – This one likes to race up close to the front, and that’s not likely to happen today with a 
second-tier starting spot.  Still, he has been in very good form, and if he can work out a trip, he definitely 
has the speed to be on the ticket.   
 
 
SELECTIONS:   3-7-4-2 

 
  



 
RACE 15 – NW 6000 PACE 
 
1 – CAPITAL ACCOUNT – Makes his return to the races today after a 8-month layoff.  He’ll likely need a 
start or two, despite qualifying twice.   
 
2 – ONE BAD NIGHT – He’s been improving his last few starts, and gets a class drop this week.  
Combine that with a good post, and this could be his week.  He knows how to win, with 7 wins alrady 
this season.   
 
3 – A WILD IMPULSE – Newcomer is hard to figure in this group, as he fits a lower class and has only 
raced twice since mid-July.  Just doesn’t appear to have the speed of some others in here.   
 
4 – HILLBILLYFAIRYTALE – Dropped back to this class last time but got off to a slow start from post 6.  
He has a good closing kick, so even though he hasn’t had a top finish in the last month, you can’t count 
him out.   
 
5 – LIBERAL – Hasn’t finished better than 6th in the last four starts, so he has the look of a longshot this 
week.   
 
6 – STARTHIMUP – A very fast closer, he needs others to set up fast fractions for him.  That definitely 
could happen today with plenty of speed on the outside.  He’ll be far back early, so he’s going to need 
to get into the outside lane as early as he can and hopefully won’t have a wall of horses in front of him 
late. 
 
7 – BARNABAS – He has plenty of early speed, so look for this one to go to the front out of the gate.  
Could get challenged early by #9, but may be content with a pocket trip behind that one.  His win at 
Scioto was a couple of classes below this one, so he may be in a bit over his head. 
 
8 – DEW N DOUGHNUTS – Seems very class conscious, as he does well in the NW3500 level but hasn’t 
picked up a win in this class.  Post also hurts his chances this week.   
 
9 – JD’S MACCA LODGE – I don’t think he’ll want to sit 10th in here, so look for him to use his early 
speed again this week.  Could be hard-pressed early, but if he can find a clean trip to the front, he could 
be very good late in the mile. 
 
10 – ALLIE’S CRUISER - Moved up to this class last time and had a bad post. Give him another look in 
here today.  He’s had post 10 before and done well, despite the effort where he was parked on 8/11. 
 
 
SELECTIONS:   2-6-7-9-10 

 


